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MEETING OF THE LONDON SECTION HELD AT THE

BIRKBECK CAFfi, HIGH HOLBORN, W.C., ON MONDAY,

MAY 14th, 1917.

Mr. P. K. Lk May in the Chair.

The Chairman opened an informal discussion on

The Restriction of Output Order—Prices and Supplies.

The Chairman said that the matter for discussion would, he thought, be

of great interest. They were fortunate in having with them Mr. Sykes,

tho Secretary to the Liquor Control Board, who would answer any

questions which might be put to him. The discussion might be

divided into three parts: first, the restriction of output, which the

practical brewer had to carry out; secondly, the amount they could

deliver to their tenants; and, thirdly, the prices they charged to

them. As they all knew, the output could be taken either on the

1913—H year or on the 1915—16 year. If on the 1913—H year,

it was equal to 28 per cent, of the trade done during that year. If

on the 1915—16 year, to one-third. Brewers naturally took the

year which suited their own trade tho best, and that varied in many

cases. Those brewers who were fortunate enough to have had a

Continental trade in 1913—14 took that year, which gave them a

larger amount to disburse among their own tenants. He thought

if they had been allowed at the end of March to carry forward

anything which they had not then browed up, it would have been

better for the brewer and for the Government, because to have to fill

up all the casks and tanks and everything they could put their hands

on in the last fortnight of March, and carry forward large stocks,

was not always convenient. If the Government had allowed them

to carry on they would have obtained another Is. per standard barrel

on all the beer which they forced the brewer to brew during the latter

part of March. Brewers who over-brewed were liable to very heavy

penalties; in fact, he believed it was a fine of £100 and £2 per

barrel, with six months hard labour. He would like to ask whether

it was the brewer who brewed the beer or the Secretary or Managing

Director who got the six months.
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Mr* J. C. G. Sykes said that he was afraid he could add nothing

to what was said in the House, that the penalties were under

consideration.

The Chairman, continuing, said that special licences would be

granted to those brewers who were carrying out the supply of

military canteens, and also in the cose of a licence changing hands

brewers could demand a certificate from the brewer who produced

the beer during 1915—16 at that licence. Thus they got a debit

and a credit according to whether they took over a new licence or

lost one. With regard to rationing of tenants, some brewers had

taken the 1913—14 year because they thought it would agree with

their datum year if they took that. But, owing to the greatly altered

conditions of houses, owing to munition works having been set up,

or other causes, he thought it was only reasonable to expect that

the trade would be better proportioned if it were taken on last year's

trade. They could easily be worked out. Supposing a brewer was

brewing his beer taking the datum year 1913—14, if ho took the

amount of beer which he was allowed to brew at that time, and then

worked out what percentage that amount would represent of his

last year's trade, he thought, as a rule, it would come to somewhere

about 40 to 42 per cent, of his last year's trade. If he allotted that

to his itidividual houses he would find he would give better satis

faction than if he went on any other year, because, as he had already

said, the conditions of the different houses had altered considerably

from pro-war times. He thought that it was well to ration the

tenants weekly. It might sound rather a tall order and was some

trouble, but io was quite possible, and gave greater satisfaction to

the tenant, as he then knew exactly what he could draw. He knew

some bresveries where the tenants hud already drawn all the beer

they could have up to the end of June, and if it had not been for

the big stocks that most brewers were carrying at the end of March,

they would be in serious difficulties at the present moment. He

thought brewers should tell their tenants that any beer which they

did not draw up to the end of June, or as each quarter ended, they

would not be able to carry forward, because if the brewer had any

surplus it would enable him to split it over those houses in the next

quarter. Otherwise the tenant might have an alteration in his trade

and come and demand some of that beer. This would upset all

Y 2
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rationing calculations. When they had given him the one quarter

it must.be final. With regard to prices, the districts in which the

houses were made a great difference. In London it was found that

the price of 3£rf. for mild was now practically universal, although

some breweries were selling lower; but 80 or 90 per cent., at all

events, were selling at 3hd. It was not so two or three weeks ago,

but as soon as the tenant found that he could not continue to supply

his customers at 3d.t he very wisely put it up to the 3W. The

general public were beginning to understand that it was not because

the brewer would not brew his beer, or wanted the higher price, but

simply because he had not the malt to do it, and was not allowed

to brew over the 20 per cent, of his one-third of 1915—16. He hoped

that Mr. Waters Butler, who knew more about these matters .than

most men, would give them the benefit of his advice.

Mr. L. Hitch said that a rather important question was going about

the breweries, rather as a matter of rumour, namely, whether they

were going to be allowed to carry over at the end of the three months.

Within two or three weeks of the end of last session, they thought

they were going to do ro ; and a damper came to a good many of them

when they found the agreement was withdrawn. At present they had

an official paper that, as far as the Excise was concerned, they were

going to carry over to the end of June, but he was told by London

brewers it was very dubious after all, owing to the position in which

the Food Controller found himself today, if they would do so. It was

understood originally that the military beer was to be in excess of

the 10,000,000 barrels, but since it had been stated that it was not so.

He asked whether their output was going to be reduced proportion*

ately, as was stated one day in the House last week.

Mr. A. W. Whittle asked whether it was definitely fixed what was

to be the datum year for tied trade licence holders, and whether they

were entitled to a percentage of 1915—16 or 1916—17, and to what

amount. If they were entitled only to 33£ per cent, of 1916—17,

whereas the free trade was entitled, as he understood, to 33J por cent,

of 1915—16, it was unfair to the tied trade. He thought that there

were many points in the present restrictions which they had, as opera

tives, seriously to think out, otherwise they would land themselves in

very terrible trouble. Another question was, how late a date in any

quarter could a free trader claim a certificate for any trade that had
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not heen supplied, and how far was claim retrospective: or, supposing

a tied trade house was in arrears with their supply for the quarter, if

the brewer was not informed definitely by those who issued the

delivery notes, how could he make them up, supposing the surplus had

been allowed to go elsewhere 1 If they wore going to be waterlogged

apparently in the same way free trade was going to be, by making

every quarter independent, how were they going on, unless they kept

a very careful watch over everything 1 If they, as officials, wore going

to be liable for all sorts of penalties, thoy would have to be very

carefuL He thought the time had come when they should have some

thing definitely settled. Nearly one-half of the quarter had gone, and

it was about time that the liabilities should be defined, what the

publicans were entitled to, and what tho brewers1 legal obligations

were. Ho would be very pleased if thoy could got that from the

Control Board.

Mr. W. Waters Butler said that it should bo remembered that

the Control Board had nothing to do with the restriction of output,

and were not responsible for the regulations in connection with it.

It was rather awkward for Mr. Sykes to be called upon to answer

queries with regard to regulations with which ho and tho Control

Board had nothing to do. To his mind there was no doubt that the

standard for free tenants was tho year ended March 31st, 1916, and

they wore entitled to 33£ per cent, of tho quantities that were

delivered in the respective quarters of that year. He did not think a

tied tenant or a froo tenant could claim to have delivered to them in

the first three wooks of any quarter, for instance, their permit of tho

quarter. It had been said by some brewers that a free customer could

claim the whole of the quantity in the first few weeks of the quarter

if he wanted it, but he himself would decline to deliver. If all his

free customers wanted it delivered tho first few weeks of the quarter

he could not possibly carry out that demand. He agreed with

sending out to the free tenants a statement showing their quarterly

permits and their weekly quantities. His own firm only delivered to

those people the quantities set out in the weekly return. He would

allow a customer to carry forward into the next quarter any quantity

not taken of a former quarter's permit. He thought it was rather

dangerous to say to those customers that they would not bo allowed

to carry forward. They would simply order the quantity in just
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towards the end of the quarter. The chances wore that, under such

conditions, if they over-stocked, particularly with the beers being

brewed as weak as they were at the present time, brewers would be

running the risk of getting more returns from their customers. He

quite agreed with the Chairman as to the year that should have been

taken for the brewers1 standard, and it would have been better if last

year's sales had been the basis, although, o! course, more difficult to

check, but he took it the Chairman rather meant the brewing of that

year; the distribution of the beer was certainly altered in 1916—17 as

against 1913—14 and 1915—16, the standard years. In their own

district they found that certain houses were much busier last year

than in previous years, while other houses were down in trade as

compared with former years. In addition, in former years, the

wretched practice known as the "long pull" was very prevalent,

which gave the customers a high standard for the present time. But,

as they knew, during the last 12 months the long pull had been

prohibited in the orders of the Control Board, and licensees were now

on a more uniform basis. To his mind, the great trouble had been the

question of the quantity of beer they should send to their customers

as against the 100 barrels supplied in their standard year. The

customer was entitled to 33^ per cent, of the standard barrels supplied

in 1915—16. Many brewers had reduced their gravities, and were

still reducing them, he was sorry to say, and consequently the

customer was entitled to more than 33J per cent, of the bulk barrels

supplied previously, the percentage varying with the reduction of

gravity. At the present time, he should say that the average quantity

delivered to tied and free tenants in Birmingham represented

something like 40 per cent, of the volume supplied last year. If the

gravity was further reduced, then that percentage would increase of

course. He agreed with the remarks of the Chairman as to the

unfairness of not allowing brewers to bring forward their unbrewed

barrelage of last year. His own people were in a very curious

position, because at Christmas time they were 16,500 barrels in front

of their brewing permit, but they wound up with being 6,500 barrels

under their permit. They had a very poor April permit, and thought

they would keep barrelage and not brew it in March but in April.

But in consequence of the Government almost at the last moment

deciding that they should not be permitted to carry forward that
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unbrewed bandage, they lost that particular quantity of 6,500 barrels.

They had, however, done their utmost in the last fortnight to pull it

up by brewing a strong beer. They had brewed over 3,000 barrels of

beer of about 105° gravity, which beer was lying in their cellars and

cold stores, and would now be used for blending with the weaker beer,

so getting rid of it. He was only sorry they had not brewed 10,000

barrels of that strength.

In connection with gravity and prices, joint meetings of brewers

and retailers had been held in his district. The retailers were rather

keen to keep the unit of price low. Ho had always taken the view

that it was dangerous for brewers to get beor down to a low-price

level and offer for sale a poor article. They only drove their

customers on to other drinks if boor became unsatisfactory in quality,

which he thought it did when they got down to some of the low

gravities that had been spoken of lately. The brewers in Birmingham

agreed to brew a mild beer not exceeding 47° gravity, and he thought

he could claim it was the only area where the brewers had got

together and agreed not to compete with each other on gravity.

The maximum gravity was not to exceed 47° for draught beers, and

at the present time the brewers were endeavouring, as far as possible,

to keep up to that maximum of 47°. But, of course, the demand had

been so great. He would say that every house in Birmingham was

short of beer, and most of them could be closed down two or three

days a week. The price was maintained at Id. He did not think he

could name four licensed houses in the 2,000 in the city of Birmingham

who were selling under that price. The wholesale price was fixed at

110s. gross per barrel, but the discounts in the Birmingham district

were different to those in the London district. Tho discount to the

tied tenants was 20 per cent., and to the free customers 25 per cent.

That gave something like 88$. net to tho tied tenant and 825. 6rf. to

the free customer.

It had been said that brewers and retailers were profiteering, and

getting out of the public more than they were entitled to. He could

assure them that, in his calculations, he had endeavoured so to work

out his results that the prices would not bring him any more profit

than he had made in the past. The profit was quite reasonable, and

he did not want to make more. Ho preferred, rather, to give a good-

quality beer for tho money than to come down to a low-quality level
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of a smaller unit per pint. He thought they had been right in

keeping to that position, but they were now faced with the difficulty

of whether they were to sell their beers in three days and then close

the houses for the remainder of the week, or attempt to ration the

quantity over each day. He thought thero was a tendency in

Birmingham to sell so much per day and then not sell more, so

tnat the houses might be kept open each day of the week. The view

was taken that, if they were to sell out in the three days a week and

close their houses, they wore not acting as they should do from, a

licensing law point of view, in that it might be said the brewers only

aimed at getting rid of their beer, and did not care anything about

their houses being treated as the clubs of the working man, and that

they did not keep open their doors for the sale of food and non-

intoxicants, as the licensing laws intended they should do. They in

Birmingham thought that closing might tell against them, so they

had decided, as fur as possible, to keep open their doors every hour

that they were permitted to do so by law. They found there was a

great tendency to drink cyder now that beer was running short, and

in the fully licensed houses there was a tendency to drink port wine.

The difficulty was to get port wino, so that was a now trouble. He

understood there had been such a demand for cyder that cyder

morchants would not quote for any quantity. Candidly, he had

come there that evening, not thinking he would be called upon to

say anything on the subject down for discussion, but to listen, chiefly

for the reason that he was on his way to Carlisle, where they were

met with similar trouble in respect of the restricted amount of output.

He was hoping to get some hints 21s to how they could spin out their

quantity. He understood the Government was extremely anxious

that munition workers of all people should get their fair quantity

of the restricted amount, and also the military people were very keen

to get a full share for the soldier. In connection with the amount for

tho military, it was now a fact that the million odd barrels for the

Army would come out of the 10,000,000. Ho understood that the

Army Canteen Committee, on their permits, would be entitled to

300,000 or 400,000 barrels, so that the balance, 600,000, if 1,000,000

were to be the quantity, must come from the permit of other brewers,

and, if they could all share in the brewing of that military beer, then

he did not think much harm would be done. But if his barrelage was
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to bo further reduced and transferred to the military brewers, then he

thought it was very rough on him, unless ho received some com

pensation.

Another point in connection with the permit and transfer of the

barrelage which required notice was, that certain brewers were going

round and offering to supply people with a greater amount than their

permit entitled them to. Some brewers who, in the past, did what

was known as a hawking trade, namely, selling in the jar or crate,

which system had been checked, to a certain extent, by the regulations

of the Control Board, had now an amount of free barrelage they

wanted to get rid of, and in some districts they were going to the

clubs and offering to supply them with as much beer as they required,

provided the club would pass on to them the permit of the brewer who

was at present supplying the restricted amount. Thore was what was

called the malt clearing-house, which had been established for the

purpose of seeing that those brewers who were short of malt, in con

sequence of the prohibition of malting, should bo able to get malt

from those brewers who had had a little foresight and had good stocks,

which wore in excess of their requirements for the brewing of beer up

to something like November next. Ho thought it would be a

scandalous shame if the malt clearing-house authorities came along to

him and said, " Mr. So-and-so has taken your barrelage away from an

old customer of yours, but he has not the malt to brew it, and you

have too much; please pass on some malt as well." He was deter

mined that they would have to go over his dead body before he passed

it on to such a person. . It would bo most unreasonable, he thought,

to ask him to transfer his malt to such a brewer, although, on the

other hand, ho thought the system of distribution of malt was fair when

applied to fair-dealing brewers. Thoro were rumours that the trade

very shortly would be controlled, which controlling might result in the

closing of a certain number of breweries, and also of licensed houses.

Ho thought that some method of concentration was necessary, for it

was a scandal that to-day, when man-power was in such great

demand, they were producing such a small quantity of the article with

practically full staffs of men. Public-houses had the same number of

people in them to-day as they had last year. Brewers had been

nervous about discharging people, even with the restricted output,

seeing that under the National Service regulations they were not
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allowed to engage a man for their particular work unless he was

registered under the National Service. Then, at any moment, he

might bo taken away from them, so that one was consequently slow in

getting rid of what might be called surplus labour. But if the control

of breweries came about, then the question of how they were going to

distribute their beer, and so on, would probably be in other hands.

The controlling and concentration of breweries would be a very

serious matter for the operative brewers. Without mentioning names,

or saying anything more as to the rumours he had referred to, he

thought when thoy knew more about the proposal they would be

exceedingly glad to find that a certain gentleman, in whom he was

sure they had the greatest faith, had been selected by the London

brewers to represent it in the event of State Control coming about.

He thought members of the Institute of Brewing would give him

credit that for some time past he had warned them to be prepared for

control of breweries or State Purchase, and he was glad to say they

took some notice of his advice, and a Committee of the Institute had

been sitting for some time, and had drawn up a scheme for dealing

with the position should it arise. He hoped, should the control come

about, that the operative brewer would not in any way suffer. Ho felt

confident that the work of that Committee would prove of great value

to the members of the Institute.

Mr. E. M. Strouts asked Mr. Butler whether his system of ration

ing entailed delivery every day.

Mr. Butler said that they had sent out a notice that their quantity

for this quarter was so many barrels, giving so many barrels per week

and a surplus. They could not go below a firkin. Supposing it

worked out at 3J barrels a week, they advised them to order three

one week, the nearest whole number, giving a surplus over such whole

barrels, which they could have at any time. They also fixed a day

on which delivery would take place, and did not deliver on any

other day. If a customer wrote that he was out of his quantity, and

he wished for a further supply on the following morning, he would not

get it until his fixed delivery day. They could only order for that

particular day.

Mr. Strouts assumed that was in order to be sure that he kept his

house open every day.

Mr. Butler answered in the affirmative, and added that they were
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trying to make their licensees see that it was to their advantage to

keep open their doors each day.

Mr. Whittle asked whether Mr. Butler standardised or allotted

irrespective of whether the gravity was reduced or not.

Mr, Butler said that they did not say anything about gravity.

At the joint meeting of. the trade with the retailers thoy were told

candidly that the new gravity would give them about 40 per cent, of

the barrels of their standard year. The same method applied to

bottled goods, and as draught beers were more profitable than

bottled beers, buyers were saying, " Do not send us any bottled beer,

but send it in draught form instead," which they would not do. They

must keep his firm's bottled beers on sale, and if at the end of the

quarter they had not taken their percentage of bottled goods, they

would then be given the equivalent addition to their permit draught

beers.

Mr. Whittle said that opened up a very interesting question. If

one was asked to supply in bulk what one had not been able to supply

in bottle, how were you going to standardise it ? There was no man

living who could bottle 36 gallons of equal gravity out of a barrel,

and if he were to give a certificate to a free trader who had ceased

trading with him, how could he do it fairly and equitably 1

Mr. Butler agreed that it was very difficult, and one could not

go into the gravities of each quality bottled, nor the sizes of the

bottles. It would entail no end of labour to find how many dozens

of half-pints, reputed pints, and imperial pints a customer had had, so

they struck an average, giving 30 dozen a barrel. The free customer

could, of course, say he was not going to take their bottled goods,

and, if they would not supply him with an equivalent in draught beer,

call for his certificate and go to another brewer for his supplies.

The question had been raised how late in a quarter a customer

could call for a certificate. They were compelled to supply the

certificate within 14 days of the receipt of the notice, so that he

assumed he could come any time before 14 days of the end of the

quarter.

Mr. Strouts asked how far was his claim retrospective, and

whether he could go back to the beginning of the quarter if he had

not been supplied.

Mr. Butler, agreed. In answer to a further question from
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Mr. Strouts he said that it was the brewer's risk if ho had been

supplying the beer and had not any left, although no brewer was com

pelled to supply, but must give a certificate. In some country

districts, in consequence of the regulations of the Control Board,

the rural publican had been hit by the restrictions more than the town

publican; some of them thought that they would not be able to get

rid of their permitted quantity, and wanted to know if they could sell

their barrelage to another man. They had declined to allow that.

There were also tied tenants who stated they were in a position to

buy additional barrelage. Would they allow the man to buy the

beer and put it into their public-house ? They said that they thought

it was dangerous to allow tenants to buy other people's beer and sell

it in conjunction with their own, as they might be beers of poor

quality and would bring down their reputation.

The Chairman asked whether they would allow a man who had

four or five houses to have the total amount of beer delivered to

each house if he liked.

Mr. Butler said that he would, for the reason that some tenants

in Birmingham were complaining that while they seemed to be short

of beer, managed houses seemed to be getting just as much as they

wanted. The managed house was, of course, getting the stock that

was stored in the brewery cellars at the end of March, and for a time

was able to carry on better than the tenanted house, the tenant house

receiving only the restricted amount and the managed house the

surplus. The bottled trade had gone down, and the family cask

trade had decreased: that was so much extra barrelage for the

houses, and where there was a managed house the surplus was sent

into it. His answer was that as they treated their group of managed

houses as one house, so a buyer with a group of houses could have

his permitted supply distributed as he desired.

Mr. 6. M. Johnson said that he agreed with Mr. Butler about

the desirability of keeping up the reputation of beer. In certain

districts of Belgium, where, owing to competition based on cheapness,

gravities had been cut clown too low, the only result was that the

sale of spirits went up. Decidedly let us keep up the reputation

of beer if we can—not always a very easy matter under present

restrictions.

Mr. W. A. L. Richardson said that the Act stated that the servant
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of the company was responsible if the limit of permitted output was

exceeded. He asked if that servant was the secretary, as the legal

representative of the company.

The Chairman assented, and in answer to a further question from

Mr. Whittle as to a private company, said it would be the person

who held the licence.

Mr. Strouts said that, with regard to reduction in staffs, he had

asked a good many brewers and they Baid that they had not sent

any away at all. Ho thought they were doing a bad thing, because a

monthly return had to be sent to the Board of Trade. Undoubtedly

one of the objects of the restriction of output was to provide man

power, and he thought that firms who carried on with the large

reduction in output now obtaining with exactly the same staff as

before were rather inviting criticism in high quarters.

Mr. J. Knox said that their experience was that the Tribunals had

reduced their staffs except where women were concerned. It was

going to bo a vory sorious business for brewers if the Tribunals kept

on taking brewery men.

A further discussion ensued on the question of reduction of 3tafls.

Mr. R. W. R. Reeve said that he had not brewed for five weeks,

as was the case with all brewers in his district. They had put their

surplus into wood and run on that for five weeks, and had now run

right out. He asked if anyone present could tell him about malt;

were they going to got malt, or were they automatically going to close

down when they had used their malt ? Ho thought, as an operative

brewer, they were entitled to a straightforward answer on that

question.

The Chairman said that if Mr. Reed had 61 weeks1 malt, as he

stated, some one would come along and want some of it.

Mr. Reeve explained that maize was included in their malt return;

the deliveries of maize having ceased, there would be a corresponding

decrease in the amount available for this year. They would, at any

rate, use all they could, and they were going on brewing now. He

also asked whether they would bo ablo to carry over the surplus

barrelage to next quarter or not.

The Chairman stated that, according to the Act, that was so.

Mr. Reeve said that, from the notice they had received from the
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Excise, they had divided them up into quarters, and told them they

'were in watertight compartments, and would not be able to carry~

forward. He did not want, at the end of the time, to put in two

months' work into one month, as he had done on the last occasion.

The Chairman stated that he had seen the Excise on the point,

and, as Mr. Reeve had said, it was a watertight compartment so far

that they might not over-brew, but if they had not brewed up to their

amount in any quarter they could curry forward. If they did over

drew there were various penalties. With regard to malt in October

and November, a representative on the Food Controller's Committee

was asked the question, and had replied that it entirely depended on

the submarines. If they were able to stop that, then there would

be malt. His idea was that they would be allowed to turn out the same

amount of beer as last year, if the submarine menace was got under.

Mr. Butler said that it must be remembered, with regard to malt,

that the Food Controller had requisitioned all the barley in store,

and in the House of Lords last week had said that such barley was to

be used in bread. There was now being settled the price to bo paid for

the barley in stock. If malting was to be resumed it could only be

with this season's barley, which, unless it came in in an unusual con

dition, would want sweating, so that he could not imagine that they

would have malt made from this season's barley earlier than November,

at which time the malt now in stock would probably be consumed.

The Chairman said that he had heard they would have no barley

at all, and that malting would not bo allowed. Whatever barley they

had in stock they would perhaps be able to turn it into malt, but

none of the new barley would be allowed to be taken for that purpose.

Mr. Johnson said that he had lately come across a system of

brewing without malt, due to Dr. Wahl, of Chicago. There were

States in America known as " Dry States "; there were some where

malt could not be used at all, where even Horlick's Malted Milk was

prohibited! Dr. Wahl—perhaps with a view to meeting those

peculiar requirements—took bran, the husks of barley, the cortex of

maize, clippings from oats chipped ofF when manufacturing oatmeal,

the skins of beans and lentils, etc., and other such material now

generally sold as cattle feed. They all contained a certain amount of

starch, and were rich in nitrogenous matters and phosphates. Proteo-

lytic enzymes and translocation diastase were present. Dr. Wahl
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took (say) bran, and washed it with water. There resulted a

milky wash containing starch, which was allowed to settle (say)

overnight. The next morning he drained off the liquor, leaving

the starch. Then he " solubilised " the bran by a lactic fermenta

tion process. There were plenty of lactic ferments adhering to the

materials; but so as to run no risk, Dr. Wahl inoculated the " mash "

with the particular lactic ferment which he desired to propagate.

In presence of the lactic fermentation and proteolytic enzymes,

the phosphates and nitrogenous matters of the bran were solubilised.

The washing water had taken out most of tho tr/inslocation diastase,

which was now used for converting the separated starch. From an

analytical point of view " wort" could thus be made to coincide more

or less with brewers' wort. But it had no flavour. So Wahl took a

part of what he called the " mash," and heated it up in a pressure

cooker, when, owing to caramelisation, a flavour akin to that of malt

was produced. This caramelised mash ho added to his main mash.

The wort produced proved to be slightly more doxtrinous than normal

wort. The result in the end was something very like beer. It might,

porhaps, satisfy the legal requirements of many American States.

Whether or not, if we were reduced to brewing without malt, it would

satisfy the English consumer, remained to be seen. He said that

Dr. Wahl might add gelatinised starch to any extent. Therefore, if

starch from some cheap source could be found they might reinforce

the wort. There was sufficient translocation diastase in the offal to go

on converting a considerable amount of gelatinised starch, and thus

increase the gravity of the " wort."

The Chairman asked if any brewer had sold his barley, and if the

Government had taken it over, and what price it made above the price

he originally bought it at.

Mr. S. K. Thorpe said that he had that day sold barley, on terms

agreed, at a price which he understood was going to be fixed this week.

The Chairman said that he had heard somewhere about 155. a

quarter above what was given for the April barley before the matter

was settled.

Mr. Thorpe said that this was a surplus of Californiau and Indian

barley which they had in hand. A miller wanted it for some particular

purpose, and approached the Ministry of Food and the Wheat Supply

Committee, who jointly authorised them to make the sale, on condition
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that the price was the price at which the Commission would take

over the barley. Under those conditions the sale had gone through.

Mr. Richardson said that he had thought that the working man

appreciated gravity, but he had been compelled to change his views.

Owing to competitive brewers placing a weak beer on the market, they

had to do likewise. Their mild beers cost to the public, H-lb. 5</.,

10-11). 4d.y and last week they sold more of the latter. The district was

mixed! some agricultural, some munition works. He said that at present

they had not had to ration, owing to large stocks carried forward.

Mr. Reeve asked whether anyone had applied to the Food

Controller for the issue of malt, and, if so, at what price it was

issued, and how long it took before they got it.

Mr. W. T. F. Sylvester said the practice of the malt clearing-house

so far had been that, where a brewer was short, he was introduced to

a maltster or another brewer who had a substantial surplus, and the

transaction was settled between them up to the amount the Food

Controller would allow to the brewer who was short. He understood

that had been done in a number of cases, and there had been no

difficulty.

Mr. Waters Butler said that they would not allow a brewer to

buy more malt than was sufficient to carry his brewings up to

September 30th.

Mr. Sylvester agreed, and said it was only whore brewers were

really short and had only sufficient to carry them for, say, a month or

so. It was left to the Food Controller's discretion.

The Chairman asked, Supposing a brewer had a certain amount of

malt bought, and a certain proportion of it had been confiscated from

him, who took the profits when it was sold again 1

Mr. Sylvester said that in a case whore a maltster had pro ratotd

the brewer, and had told him he could only have, say, 60 per cent, of

his quantity, and the brewer found the maltster had put a surplus on

the market and sold it, if it was reported to the Food Controller, it

would be immediately looked into and the transaction would not

go through. If a maltster had pro rata'd a brewer, saying: " You

can only have 60 per cent, of the malt I sold, because on February 20th

I only had 60 per cent, of my malt made up," and you, the purchaser,

can prove he had more than 60 per cent, and has not acted fairly,

you have good cause to go to the Food Controller or the malt
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clearing-house and state tho case, when you will find the matter will

be taken up, and you will bo given your proportion of the balance. If,

for instance, he has 70 per cont., he has to revise and allocate on the

basis of 70 per cent.

Mr. J. B. Moody said that he understood that 10,000,000 barrels

was calculated on the malt which was in the country at the time,

which would only make 10,000,000 barrels, and therefore it was

absolutely necessary that those who had too much should give to

those who were short

Tho Chairman said that ho thought it was only tho proportion

up to September on a basis of 10,000,000 for the year*

Mr. Sylvester said that he thought the amount of malt that was

in the country at the time when it was estimated on the 10,000,000-

barrel basis was sufficient to take them nearly to May, 1918, but

considering the extra permits that it was anticipated would be given

for brewing for canteens, and so forth, that would reduce the available

amount of malt to about November.

Mr. Johnson suggested another possible way of saving malt. In

the west of France, when cyder was plentiful and cheap, the sale

of beer suffered because it could not be produced as cheap as cyder.

He had known brewers buy applo must, sterilise it, and blond it with

wort. Cyder may also be blended with beer. Would it be possible

this year for brewers to buy tho cyder apple crop, and so counteract

the competition of cyder, which, as certain members had pointed out,

might become serious 1

Mr. W. Udal asked whether, owing to the shortage of beer, it was

open to the publican to use any, including non-alcoholic beer, and mix

the beer with any in the cellar by a double union, as was being done

in many houses, he understood.

Mr. Butler said that that was illegal. Beers could only be mixed

. on tho demand and in the presence of the purchaser. One quality only

of mild ale was sold, at 7d. per pint They found they could sell all

tho beer they were permitted to brew.

The Chairman said that he took it that 5rf. a pint was the usual

country price at the present moment.

Mr. C. Childers-Thompson stated that their prices were 5<£. a

pint mild and 6d. bitter, and they found they could do another 50 per

cent, increase in trade at the above price.

vol. xiv.—5. z


